UltraZed-EV SOM
Revision 1
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PMBus Voltage Regulators
Input: 5 – 12V
Outputs: 0.6V, 0.85V, 1.0V, 1.2V,
1.25V, 1.8V, 2.5V, 3.3V
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DESIGN NOTE: Use ONLY +16V or 33uF capacitor on +VCC for 12V support.
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I2C/PMBUS Address Offset = +7
I2C/PMBUS Address = 0x17/0x47

SCHEMATIC NOTE:
1.8V @ 0.5A

SCHEMATIC NOTE:
0.85V @ 3.0A

[U5]

I2C Address Offset = +7
I2C Address Offset = +7
I2C Address Offset = +8
I2C/PMBUS Address = 0x18/0x48
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Label, ESD

NOTE: 31mm Heatsink 
Frame Clip for U1
Utilize MaxiGRIP Tool PN 
#MGT310 for Installation